PROGRAMS AND SERVICES
Supporting Achievement!

ACADEMIC MENTOR PROGRAM: Peer academic mentors are available on a drop-in basis and by appointment to work with any Bowdoin student interested in developing more effective and efficient approaches to academic work.

ACADEMIC MENTORS HELP STUDENTS:

- Get organized
- Get motivated
- Improve reading skills
- Improve time management
- Learn to keep up with work
- Stop procrastinating
- Understand personal learning styles and use strengths more effectively
- Understand what the professor wants
- Improve performance in a specific class
- Feel more comfortable in the classroom and speaking with professors

Students can schedule a time to meet with an academic or science mentor by:

- Emailing us at baldwinc@bowdoin.edu
- Calling us at x 3006
- Dropping by the CENTER FOR LEARNING AND TEACHING in 102 Kanbar Hall

STUDY GROUPS: The BALDWIN PROGRAM provides study groups in introductory Psychology and Biology classes. Students will sign up for groups during the first or second week of classes.

TUTORING: The BALDWIN PROGRAM provides trained mentors and tutors to work individually with students encountering difficulty in a class at Bowdoin. To request a tutor, fill out an academic services request form at the CENTER FOR LEARNING AND TEACHING in Kanbar Hall. Students must request tutors before the final two weeks of class.

WORKSHOPS: If you would like to schedule a workshop for your floor, please send an email to baldwinc@bowdoin.edu and let us know what you think your residents might find interesting.

Faculty and students from any class not currently served by a study group may contact the BALDWIN PROGRAM to request the formation of a discussion or study group.

ACADEMIC MENTOR OFFICE HOURS:
Sunday – Thursday: 7:00 – 10:00 p.m.
Monday – Thursday: 9:00 – 5:00 p.m.
Fridays: 9:00 – 12:30 & 1:30 – 5:00
Science Mentors available during evening hours.